Are Statins out in the COLD? The STATCOPE Trial.
A cardiologist and respirologist examined the recent, neutral Prospective Randomized Placebo-Controlled Trial of Simvastatin in the Prevention of COPD Exacerbations (STATCOPE) for issues of relevance to cardiovascular risk reduction with statin medications. Although the potential benefit of the pleiotropic effects of statins on this inflammatory disease was not borne out, the effect over the longer term on total respiratory and cardiovascular morbidity and mortality remain unexplored. This study was unique as the only statin trial to date to use a national guideline (Adult Treatment Panel III) to exclude patients from the trial if at sufficient cardiovascular risk to warrant statin therapy. Furthermore, observed fatal and nonfatal cardiovascular events were shown to provide some evidence to suggest that statins might reduce cardiovascular events despite the low risk category and the relatively low levels of cholesterol. The magnitude of this beneficial trend paralleled the magnitude of lowering of low-density lipoprotein cholesterol achieved in the active statin arm. Finally, the authors questioned whether the current standard of care adequately includes adherence to any national lipid guideline or adequate attention to the cardiovascular comorbidity of these patients. In conclusion, knowledge translation of the STATCOPE trial should at a minimum encourage assessment of cardiovascular risk in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, implementation of proven cardiovascular risk reduction therapies based on national guidelines, including statins, and plans to undertake a trial adequate in size and duration to address cardiovascular event reduction in patients not already eligible for evidence-based risk-reducing therapies.